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Napi is a legendary figure in the Blackfeet Indian culture. He can do anything and anything can happen to him. There are a great number of stories about him, passed on from generation to generation by the older people to the younger ones. Some of the stories are serious and some are humorous. Many times the same story will have several versions. The following story is one which has been told over and over and is an example of how Indians use humor to teach.

The bullberries referred to in the story are also called buffalo berries. These berries can be found in many parts of Montana.
One very hot day, Napi decided to go swimming in the creek.
Napi liked to swim and to dive into the water. The water was very cool. It made him feel very good.
After Napi had swum for awhile, he sat on the bank to rest. While he was sitting there, he looked into the water and saw some delicious looking berries. They were bright orange and looked plump and juicy.
Napi was beginning to get very hungry from swimming. He decided to dive back into the water to get the berries.
The first time he dove into the water, he came up empty-handed.
Napi thought, "I know what to do. I’ll tie rocks on my feet so that I’ll be heavier and go down deeper into the water.”
So Napi tied some rocks to his feet.
He slowly walked to the water because the rocks were so heavy.
This time when Napi dove to get the berries,
    he hit his head on a rock at the bottom of the creek.
Napi saw stars.
Half knocked out, he twisted and turned
    to get to the top of the water.
He almost drowned because of the rocks tied to his feet.
When he got to the top, he was fighting mad!
As Napi climbed out of the water,
    some little birds in a nest started to laugh at him.
They sang, "Napi, Napi, that is only a reflection
    on the water.
The real berries are on the bush."
Napi was very angry.
He did not thank the baby birds as he should have.
Instead, he went up the bank
to where the berries really were.
As he tried to pick the berries,
his hands were stuck by thorns.
He became more angry.
Napi looked funny as he became more and more angry. His face got a darker red, and his feather fell sideways on his head. The baby birds began to laugh again. "Do not laugh at me!" said Napi. He grabbed their beaks and pulled and stretched them apart. Napi said, "This is for laughing at me. From now on, all little birds will have big mouths."
Napi was still angry about being stuck by the thorns. He grabbed a big stick and started to beat on the bullberry bushes. He said, “Because you hurt my hands, the only way anybody will ever be able to pick you is by beating you with a stick.”

So, to this day, anyone wanting bullberries has to beat the bushes with a stick to get the berries off.
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